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Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options before 
deciding to invest.

Reading the Table 
Below we’ve sorted the list of popular ETFs by their IV Ranks — IV Rank is just a comparison of IV over its past 1-year worth of 
closes.  An IV Rank of 50% means that the current IV is 50% between its 1-year highs and lows.  An IV Rank of 11% means that 
the current IV is “cheap” when compared to the past year, while an IV Rank of 90% is “expensive”.  Generally, we sell options 
when IV Rank is 30% and greater.  Lower IV Rank can be used successfully as well, but we are more careful by managing 
quicker, etc.   

What’s In Play 
Utilities (XLU) are in play — I’m considering 
selling a 50 put and a 54 call in September.  
Brings in roughly $88 worth of premium with 
approximately $1100 worth of buying power 
required.  Best case scenario it brings in an 
annualized return on capital of 56%. 

Industrials (XLI) also has potential — I’m 
thinking about selling a skewed strangle — 
short a 73 put in September and short a 78 
call.  Brings in approximately $155 worth of 
premium and requires $1300 worth of 
buying power. 

Metals have also been hit (GLD and SLV).  
Gold (GLD) has higher IV Rank than Silver 
(SLV) but with an IV of 11 — I’d tend to avoid 
selling premium.  Option selling strategies 
typically require too much capital with 
minimal potential at this low of an IV.  Instead 
keep an eye on the Metals and Mining ETF 
(XME) — when IV Rank begins to increase this 
might become more exciting. 

We are also in the middle of Earnings Season.  
Take a look at AAPL, BIDU, X, among others. 

Michael Rechenthin, PhD 
Kai Zeng 

research@tastytrade.com
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Upcoming Earnings

Symbol Name
Expected Report 

Date Time of Day
Weekly 
Options In Dow? In S&P 500?

In Russell 
2000?

In tastytrade 
Watchlist? DivYield

AAPL Apple Inc Tue Jul-31 After Close Yes Yes Yes - Yes 1.6
P Pandora Media Inc Tue Jul-31 After Close Yes - - - Yes 0

BIDU Baidu Inc Tue Jul-31 After Close Yes - - - Yes 0
DVN Devon Energy Corp Tue Jul-31 After Close Yes - Yes - - 0.69
CHK Chesapeake Energy Wed Aug-01 Before Open Yes - Yes - - 0

CZR
Caesars 
Entertainment Wed Aug-01 Before Open Yes - - Yes - 0

X United States Steel Wed Aug-01 After Close Yes - - - Yes 0.72
APA Apache Corp Wed Aug-01 After Close Yes - Yes - - 2.53

WYNN Wynn Resorts Ltd Wed Aug-01 After Close Yes - Yes - - 1.38
FIT Fitbit Inc Wed Aug-01 After Close Yes - - Yes - 0

TSLA Tesla Inc Wed Aug-01 After Close Yes - - - Yes 0
DWDP Dowdupont Inc Thu Aug-02 Before Open Yes Yes Yes - - 2.52

RCL
Royal Caribbean 
Cruises Ltd Thu Aug-02 Before Open Yes - Yes - - 1.95

YUM Yum! Brands Thu Aug-02 Before Open Yes - Yes - - 1.58
ATVI Activision Blizzard Thu Aug-02 After Close Yes - Yes - - 0.48

GPRO Gopro Inc Cl A Thu Aug-02 After Close Yes - - Yes - 0
GRPN Groupon Cl A Fri Aug-03 Before Open Yes - - Yes - 0
MOS Mosaic Company Mon Aug-06 After Close Yes - Yes - - 2.84
DIS Walt Disney Company Tue Aug-07 After Close Yes Yes Yes - Yes 1.58
CVS CVS Corp Wed Aug-08 Before Open Yes - Yes - - 2.63

KORS
Michael Kors 
Holdings Ltd Wed Aug-08 Before Open Yes - Yes - - 0

YELP Yelp Inc Wed Aug-08 After Close Yes - - Yes - 0
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30-Day Expected Range Plots  — The colored cone represents a 30-day expected theoretical price range that is calculated from the 
options’ implied volatilities.  In theory, we expect that prices will stay, with a 68% probability, within the boundary of the cone. 
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Reading this Report 
Expected Range Cone.  The colored cone represents a 30-day expected theoretical price range that is calculated from the options’ implied volatilities. 
 If the implied volatility is relatively high, then the market is expecting a larger price change in the underlying stock or ETF.  From this we can derive the 
market’s 1 standard deviation theoretical expectation of where prices might be in the future.  In other words, the market is expecting, with a 68% 
theoretical probability, that prices will fall within the boundary of the cone at the end of 30 days. 

Cone Color.  The color of the cone is significant.  The darker the color, the more “extreme” the implied volatility (IV) 
which is represented by implied volatility rank (IV Rank).  This information can help you decide on a trading strategy. 

Glossary 
IV.  Implied Volatility is the estimated volatility of a security’s price derived from its option price; the higher the IV, the 
more expensive the option and therefore the larger the expected price move. IV is an annualized number of volatility, 
e.g. a IV of 27 means the option’s market is pricing in an annualized price range, either plus or minus, of 27%.  

IV Rank.  IV by itself doesn’t tell us if if the volatility is high or low - but IV Rank does. An IV Rank of 70 means that the IV is 70% between its low and 
high IV over the past year. The higher the IV Rank, the higher the security’s IV is compared to its past year. We provide six levels to make evaluating easier:  

• Extremely High: IV Rank between 90 and 100 
• High: IV Rank between 75 and 90 
• Moderately High: IV Rank between 50 and 75 
• Moderately Low:  IV Rank between 25 and 50 
• Low:  IV Rank between 10 and 25 
• Extremely Low: IV Rank between 0 and 10 

Option Liquidity.  At tastytrade we have our own theoretical measure of option liquidity, Poor, Moderate, Good, or Great. It examines the options’ bid/
ask spread, open interest, and the number of strikes with non-zero bids. 

Correlation with S&P 500. Correlation is a statistical measure of how strong a relationship two securities have with one another. A correlation of -1 
means the stocks are perfectly negatively correlated (they move in opposite directions), while a correlation of +1 means the stocks are perfectly positively 
correlated (they move in the same direction). A correlation of 0 means there exist little relationship. 

Earnings. The earnings date of the security. In practice we tend to see stocks have a larger amount of implied volatility (IV) nearer to earnings as the 
market is pricing in the fear of the upcoming earnings announcement. In parenthesis, is BTO or AMC; "Before the Open" or "After Market Closes", 
respectively. Upcoming earnings dates do sometimes change. 

Disclosures 
Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options before deciding 
to invest in options: https://www.theocc.com/components/docs/riskstoc.pdf 

tastytrade content is provided solely by tastytrade, Inc. and is for informational and educational purposes only. It is not, nor is it intended to be, trading or 
investment advice or a recommendation that any security, futures contract, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any person. Trading securities 
can involve high risk and the loss of any funds invested. tastytrade, through its content, financial programming or otherwise, does not provide investment 
or financial advice or make investment recommendations. Investment information provided may not be appropriate for all investors, and is provided 
without respect to individual investor financial sophistication, financial situation, investing time horizon or risk tolerance. tastytrade is not in the business 
of transacting securities trades, nor does it direct client commodity accounts or give commodity trading advice tailored to any particular client’s situation or 
investment objectives. Supporting documentation for any claims (including claims made on behalf of options programs), comparison, statistics, or other 
technical data, if applicable, will be supplied upon request. Multi-leg option strategies incur higher transaction costs as they involve multiple commission 
charges. tastytrade is not a licensed financial advisor, registered investment advisor, or a registered broker-dealer. Options involve risk and are not suitable 
for all investors. Please read Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options before deciding to invest in options. 

Futures accounts are not protected by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).  All customer futures accounts' positions and cash balances are 
segregated by Apex Clearing Corporation.  Futures and futures options trading is speculative and is not suitable for all investors. Please read the Risk 
Disclosure for Futures and Options prior to trading futures products found in Disclosures under the Documents tab.

IV Rank near 100%

IV Rank near 0%
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